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Sammanfattning 
 

Virtuell hållfasthetsprovning utnyttjats inom fordonsindustrin för att komplettera fysisk provning 

med avseende att konstruera hållfasta fordon. Simuleringar är användbara för att kontrollera 

designen innan första prototypen har byggts men även för att 

 kontrollera hur hållfastheten påverkas av olika fordonskoncept.  

Bussar utvecklas och provas så att de ska klara målen för hållfasthet innan de säljs. 

Busstillverkarna använder speciella provbanor bestående av olika hinder och manövrar för att testa 

hållfastheten. Tillsammans med speciella provningsprogram som specificerar vilka 

provbanehinder och manövrar som bussen ska provas enligt kan hållfastheten säkerställas. Dessa 

provprogram är framtagna för att den accelererade utmattningen på provbanan ska matcha den 

utmattning bussen utsätt för hos kund. Denna avhandling undersöker huruvida provprogram kan 

utvecklas digitalt via simuleringar.  

 

Multidynamiska modeller av bussens delsystem modelleras i programvaran MSC ADAMS. 

Delsystem som buss chassi ram och axlar modelleras som flexibla då deras dynamik egenskaper 

anses påverka simuleringsresultaten. Den virtuella bussen provas på en digital provbanan. 

Krafterna i reaktionsstag, kränghämmare, axlar och förskjutningen i stötdämpare beräknas. Dessa 

kraft- och förskjutningssignalser används senare för att beräkna utmattning. Simulerade resultat 

av ett hinder jämförs med resultat från fysisk provning för att därefter justera vissa parametrar för 

att virtuella resultat ska matcha fysiska. Efter att modellen är optimerad kan slutligen delskadan 

för ett helt provprogram simuleras.   

 

Resultat visar på att en väll optimerad simuleringsmodell är nödvändig för att simulera fram 

provprogram med bra noggrannhet. Att jämföra simulerade resultat med fysiska ska göras med 

viss aktsamhet då den fysiska bussen bör vara identisk med den virtuella; vilket är mycket svårt 

att uppnå. Framtida arbete inom ämnet bör innefatta förbättringar av simuleringsnoggrannheten 

och använda simulering för framtagandet av nya hinder/manövrar för att förbättra befintliga 

provprogram.  

Nyckelord: Virtuellhållfasthetsprovning, Multibody simuleringar, bussar 
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Abstract 

Virtual durability simulations have been explored in the automotive industry to complement 

physical testing in designing durable vehicles. Simulations are useful to check the validity of the 

design before even building the prototype of the vehicle. They are also useful in checking the effect 

of changes in vehicle design to the durability of the vehicle.  

Buses are designed and tested for durability before they are sold to customers. Bus manufacturers 

use special test tracks consisting of different kinds of maneuvers/obstacles to test the buses for 

durability.  Proving ground durability test schedules defines the combination of different test track 

maneuvers/obstacles at which the bus is to be run. The test schedules are created to achieve 

accelerated fatigue damage in the bus comparable with the fatigue damage occurring in typical 

customer usage. This thesis is an attempt to check if a proving ground durability test schedule can 

be simulated in a computer. A Multibody dynamic model of the bus with its constituent sub-

systems is modeled in a multibody simulation software MSC ADAMS. Sub-systems like bus 

chassis frame and axle are modeled as flexible as their dynamic properties are assumed to influence 

the simulation results. The virtual bus is run on the virtual version of the test tracks. Loads at 

suspension torque rods, anti-roll bars, axles and displacement of dampers are extracted from the 

simulation. The load signals are post-processed to derive fatigue damage. The simulation model is 

compared with the test results of a single standard test track maneuver. The simulation model is 

tuned by adjusting the parameters to match with the test results of the given maneuver. Finally, the 

tuned model is used to run the bus in a test schedule.  

Results achieved at the end of the thesis shows that well-tuned simulation model is necessary for 

simulating test schedules with enough accuracy. Comparison with test results are to be treated with 

caution as the conditions of the test bus should be exactly same as the simulation model; which is 

difficult to achieve.  Future extension of the work involves improving the accuracy of simulations 

and using simulations to iterate new kinds of maneuvers/obstacles to improve existing test 

schedules. 

 

Keywords: Virtual Durability Simulations, Multibody Simulations, Buses 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

 M  Mass Matrix(kg) 

 K  Stiffness Matrix(N/m)  

 C  Damping Matrix(Ns/m) 

 P  Load Vector(N) 

  Frequency(Hz) 

u  Displacement Vector(m) 

   Damping Ratio 

                               Mode Shape Vector 

Abbreviations 

FEM Finite Element Method 

MBS                         Multibody Simulations 

DOF Degree of Freedom 

PSD                          Power Spectral Density 

IRD                          Indicated Relative Damage 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background and purpose of the thesis. The goal of the thesis will be 

presented as deliverables as well as research questions that will be addressed at the end of the 

thesis. The delimitations of the thesis will be discussed and the methodology to address the 

objectives will be presented. 

1.1 Background    

 Scania CV AB referred as Scania in the report is a Swedish manufacturer of commercial vehicles 

and service provider offering customized solutions to vehicle owners to manage their fleet and 

usage. It is a multinational organization with a presence in 100 countries. The products include 

trucks, buses, industrial engines, marine engines, and generator engines. The focus of the thesis is 

on the buses sold by Scania. Scania has been making buses and coaches for over 100 years and 

caters to public transport operators and coach companies (Scania 2019).  

Durability of the vehicles is one of the important selling points, increasing the trust the customers 

places on a brand’s vehicle. Frequent warranty costs and repairs are detrimental to brand 

perception. Scania has been giving strategic importance to improve the reliability and durability 

of its vehicles. The buses are designed and tested for durability and reliability against mechanical 

fractures and fatigue failures of their structural components. 

Full vehicle testing wherein the vehicle is driven on specially designed proving grounds has been 

the primary testing technique to determine the loads acting on structural components. There are 

both proving ground tests (Figure 1) where the vehicle is driven over test tracks with specially 

designed obstacles and customer field measurements where the vehicle is driven on a fictitious use 

scenario depicting the worst-case loading of the vehicle. Proving ground tests are accelerated 

durability tests designed to replicate the loads occurring at actual vehicle use over its lifetime. The 

effectiveness of the test procedure depends on how well the loads and the resulting damage on the 

components correspond to the damage in actual customer usage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Scania bus in NVH testing  
 Figure 1: Scania bus in NVH testing 
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The craftsmanship of instrumenting a bus for testing is time-consuming and expensive. The testing 

process can be complemented with virtual durability simulations. The mathematical model of the 

complete vehicle can be tested in the digital version of the durability testing track and the loads 

extracted can be compared with the test results to gain confidence in the virtual procedure. The 

virtual procedure can then be used to test different test tracks, the sensitivity of vehicle parameters 

,and loading conditions to vehicle durability.  This process can save time and number of test 

iterations. There are already existing simulation procedures developed in the automotive industry 

in this regard (Huang, Agrawal et al. 1998) but Scania is interested in consolidating the existing 

procedures to make it relevant to its product development processes. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the thesis can be summed as establishing a robust simulation procedure for vehicle 

durability evaluation that correlates with results from proving ground tests and field 

measurements. The reasons for poor correlation are investigated. Ultimately the goal is to use the 

established process to iterate new test procedures that replicate the real-world vehicle usage.  

 

1.3 Research Questions 

The research questions are formulated keeping the purpose of the thesis in sight.  

1. How can virtual durability simulations improve the testing process?  

2. Can a test schedule for durability evaluation for a bus be simulated? 

3. What are the limitations in virtual durability simulations? 

  

1.4 Delimitations 

• One reference model of bus configuration is considered for the simulations. 

• The thesis is limited to a comparison of simulations with the field and proving ground   

 measurements. 

• Test rig measurements for durability on the component level is not considered. 

• The thesis does not focus on calculating local component stresses and fatigue life,  

  rather the durability is evaluated just with loads using principles outlined in Chapter 

  2.  

 
1.5 Methodology 

 

 

Figure 2: Methodology of the Thesis 

Methodology of the thesis is illustrated in Figure 2. The pre-study phase of the thesis involved 

familiarization with the test procedures and the available software tools used for dynamic 

simulations, Adams Car 2017 from MSC Software (MSC-Software) and MATLAB 2018 from 

MathWorks (MathWorks). The model for the Scania city bus with three axles with one driven and 

two axles steered (6x2*4) is built. The model is run over virtual version of a chosen test track 

manoeuvre and the results are compared with the test data. The reasons for discrepancies in 
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comparison are investigated. The parameters in the simulation model are tuned to match the test 

results. Finally, the tuned model is used to iterate test programs consisting of combinations of 

different manoeuvres. The purpose here is to arrive at an optimum combination whose damage 

matches with the field measurements resulting from customer usage. The effectiveness, as well as 

delimitations in using virtual procedure is discussed at the end. 
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2.FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter contains relevant information about the theory and existing status of work in virtual 

durability simulations. Information relevant to damage and fatigue calculation standards existing 

in automotive testing industry is presented as well. 

2.1 Durability Testing in Vehicle Design 

In vehicle engineering, the target is to design a vehicle with certain physical properties. A summary 

of the engineering process as outlined in (Johannesson and Speckert 2014) is given below: 

• Formulating the concept of the vehicle (target customers, cost, weight). 

• Deciding overall targets and benchmarks for physical attributes like NVH (Noise, 

Vibration, Harshness), Crash Safety, Ride Comfort, and Handling. 

• Design targets are cascaded to component level and system-level targets.  

• Detailed design of components, sub-systems, and vehicle. 

• Verification and optimization by mean of physical tests and computer simulations on 

various levels. 

• Verification on vehicle level. 

 

 

Figure 3: Vehicle Engineering Process (Johannesson and Speckert 2014) 

Figure 3 illustrates the vehicle engineering process. Durability of the vehicle is considered an 

important attribute while designing the vehicle. The vehicle durability is evaluated through a 

combination of physical tests on roads and on labs using servo-hydraulic actuators.  

Physical testing tends to be time-consuming because of fatigue damage accumulation being 

dependent on the number of load cycles. Different accelerated test procedures have been 

developed to reduce the time in testing. 

2.1.1 Acceleration of Physical Durability Tests 

Acceleration of physical durability tests should replicate the same loads as in real customer usage 

within acceptable margins. The loads in customer usage are derived from Mission Profile. The 

Mission Profile consists of several loading events representative of the customer service loads. A 

vehicle might be subjected to highway use, off -road use with several loading conditions and 

various other scenarios. The load signals are measured at each of the cases.  
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The Test Synthesis stage comes after understanding the Mission Profile. Tests are designed to 

replicate the Mission Profile. The test signal is ensured to contain the same fatigue damage content 

as the Mission Profile but over an accelerated test period. The three main methods to achieve it as 

outlined in (Halfpenny 2006) are 

 

• Compression of Time: Non-damaging portions of the load signal from Mission Profile are 

ignored leaving only the important damaging content for designing the tests. 

• Load Amplification: Fatigue damage has an exponential relationship with the load 

amplitude. Amplification of the load signal thus leads to reduced time in achieving the 

same damage. 

• Combined: The usual way is to combine the above test acceleration methods. 

2.2 Durability Test Procedures 

The different durability test procedures that exist in modern automotive industries (Bladh 2012) 

are listed below. 

2.2.1 Long- Term Testing 

The purpose of Long-Term Testing is to achieve mileage in a full vehicle prototype with a loading 

like the customer usage. The test is extremely long and thus cannot be considered as accelerated 

testing. The test is generally employed for testing powertrain performance and performance of 

systems affected by wear because of long term usage. 

2.2.2 Proving Ground Testing 

Proving ground testing is an accelerated test for full vehicle. The purpose is mostly to test the 

vehicle for its resistance to mechanical fractures and fatigue induced failures. A proving ground 

includes several durability tracks, obstacle courses corresponding to various real-life loading 

conditions, Figure 4.   

 

 

Figure 4: Resonance surface track (MIRA) 

The testing consists of repetitive runs over a concatenated series of durability tracks implying that 

only severely damaging content induced by the obstacles is being considered (Halfpenny and 

Pompetzki 2011). 

2.2.3 Road Simulation Test Rigs 

Road simulation test rigs can be used to test full vehicle. The test rigs are typically housed in a 

laboratory in a controlled environment. The tests can be carried out with minimal human 

interference and used for further acceleration of durability tests. The complete vehicle 

with/without tires is mounted on test rigs commonly referred as four poster test rigs. The wheels 
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and forces measured in the vehicle when it is run over proving ground tests is replicated in the 

laboratory using servo-hydraulic actuators with feedback. The drive signal is adjusted in every 

iteration to minimize the error between the measured vehicle responses in the proving ground and 

the responses at the laboratory.  A review of the techniques developed in laboratory road 

simulation for full vehicle testing is presented in (Dodds and Plummer 2001).  

2.2.4 Component Testing 

Full vehicle testing is not efficient in testing components with high endurance limits. Common sub 

systems like suspension are tested by constraining them in test rigs (Figure 5) and subjecting them 

to constant amplitude and random vibration loading until the system fails.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Chassis frame in a test rig (Bladh 2012) 

The tests discussed above are possible to be carried out at later stages of product development. 

The durability analysis is performed usually on prototypes that are expensive. If durability testing 

is performed on a virtual model using computer, the savings could be substantial. Virtual testing 

is considered faster than the traditional physical methods but the process requires physical 

validation if it is to be useful as a design verification tool (Ferry, Frise et al. 2002). The phasing 

out of physical testing and introduction of virtual testing is usually met with skepticism (Bladh 

2012).  

2.3 Virtual Durability Testing  

Use of simulations in automotive product development is widespread. The growth in scale of the 

application areas of simulations corresponds with the growth in computing power and introduction 

of efficient computational algorithms. FEM analysis has enabled automotive product designers to 

evaluate the strength and durability of the structural components in a vehicle even for complex 

load cases. The growth in processing power of computers has enabled engineers to evaluate non-

linear and computationally intensive problems like crash and durability. It is now possible to 

virtually evaluate durability performance of a vehicle, compared to the earlier approach of 

complete dependency on physical testing. Virtual durability simulations are actively explored in 

recent years by many automotive manufacturers. Notable examples include Opel, Leyland Trucks, 

Jaguar Land Rover, Toyota, and Daimler.  
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Figure 6: Analytical process for chassis durability simulation(Altair 2012)  

Figure 6 illustrates a fully virtual durability evaluation process from modelling till evaluation of 

fatigue stresses in components. Kim Bladh (Bladh 2012) evaluated the predictability of a full 

vehicle bus model using virtual proving ground and virtual test rigs. Virtual durability testing in 

automotive industry consist of two main processes: 

 

• Load History Prediction 

• Stress/Strain and Fatigue Life Assessment 

 

Combined approach with loads measured from physical tests to carry out virtual durability 

simulations were investigated in (Kuo and Kelkar 1995). Assessment of fatigue life requires time 

dependent stress and strain distribution in the structures. FEM is used for calculating stress/strain 

distribution and fatigue life. The inputs for FEM analysis are the load history which for a fully 

virtual durability testing process requires use of FEM/ MBS analysis with models of the full 

vehicle and roads. The coming chapters describes the analysis methods using FEM as well as 

methods employing combined FEM/MBS approach. 

2.4 Stress/Strain Analysis by FEM 

Earlier, simple static load cases were considered in virtual durability simulations. Static load cases 

are derived from dynamic load histories. The static load cases are separately applied to the FE 

model. The structural responses are then superimposed to obtain the fatigue strength as mentioned 

in (Lee, Barkey et al. 2011). Conventional static analysis requires a constrained structure. Inertia 

relief technique can be used even for unconstrained structures such as vehicles running on roads.  

The drawback with inertia relief is its inability to handle vibration effects as mentioned in (Kuo 

and Kelkar 1995). 

 

  

2.5 Static Analysis with Inertia Relief 

FEM static analysis cannot be employed in unconstrained structures due to the singularities in 

stiffness matrix introduced from rigid body motion. Static analysis with inertia relief overcomes 

this limitation. A static equilibrium is a necessity for FEM analysis to calculate stresses and strains. 

To achieve static equilibrium in unconstrained structures, inertial forces must be considered. The 

inertia relief technique considers the applied external loads and calculates the rigid body 
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accelerations with respect to a reference point. Inertial forces at nodal degrees of freedom are 

calculated by mass matrix of the FE model and rigid body accelerations. Inertial forces and the 

applied external loads balanced at the mentioned reference point gives the static equilibrium 

formulation of the problem (Lee, Barkey et al. 2011).  

 

Inertia relief theory as outlined in (Lee, Barkey et al. 2011) is explained in detail in this section. 

The total deformation
t

u  experienced by the unconstrained structure includes a term describing the 

rigid body motion 
r

u and also a contribution from the flexible deformation u .  

 

t r
u = u + u  

 

(1) 

 

The total acceleration vector is  

 
.. .. ..

t ru = u + u  

 

(2) 

  

 When a steady state external force vector P  is applied to the unconstrained structure with a mass 

matrix  M  and a stiffness matrix  K  , the dynamic equilibrium equation becomes 

 

     
.. ..

rM u + M u + K u = P  

 

(3) 

 

Here, it is assumed that inertial forces due to the flexible deformations is negligible as compared to the 

rigid body motions. Thus, the acceleration term due to flexible deformations can be dropped and the 

equation is rewritten as  

 

   
..

rM u + K u = P  

 

(4) 

 

This is the governing equation of inertia relief when the center of gravity of the structure is the 

center of its rigid body motions. If the unconstrained structure has rigid body motions with respect 

to an arbitrary reference point different from its center of gravity, the applied loads and inertia 

forces generated by the applied loads are balanced with respect to this point for force and moment 

equilibrium. A rigid body transformation matrix  R  correlates the rigid body motions defined 

with respect to a reference point  
..

r,0u  to the motions at nodes can be expressed as below: 

 
 

.. ..

r r,0u = R u  
 

(5) 

 

The relationship between the applied force vector and the resultant force vector at the reference 

point 0
P  is given as below: 

  
T

0R P = P  (6) 

In a similar way the nodal inertial forces from the rigid body motion  
..

rM u  can be expressed with 

respect to the reference point as below: 

 
 

        
.. ..

T T

r r,0R M u = R M R u  
 

(7) 

 

At the reference point, the resultant inertial forces at every node is balanced with the applied 

external loads resulting in 
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..

,0

T T

r
R M R u = R P  

 

(8) 

 

Solving for the rigid body accelerations at the reference point  
 

    ( )  
.. 1

,0

−
T T

ru = R M R R P  

 

(9) 

 
By applying the balancing loads to the FEM model in linear static formulation, relative flexible 

deformation of the nodes with respect to the origin, u  can be obtained from the following equation: 

 

   
..

,0r + =M R u K u P  

 

(10) 

 

The stiffness matrix is singular for unconstrained structure. It needs special treatment to be solved 

for relative nodal displacements. The technique uses the fact that relative nodal displacement 

matrix is orthogonal to the rigid body mode shape vector r  . The rigid body transformation matrix 

can be expressed as linear combination of rigid body mode shapes. This means relative nodal 

displacement vector u  can be uncoupled with the rigid body motion according to  

 
        0 0

T T

r = → =M u R M u  (11) 

 

Equations (7), (9), (10) can be combined with (11) , following equation is obtained from which 

flexible nodal displacements can be solved: 

 
     

        

 

   

1

..

,0

T T T

r

−
     

=     
         

u K M R P

R M R M R R Pu
 

 

(12) 

 

Inertia relief technique is applicable in case of structures exhibiting steady state response or when 

the frequency content of the structure is well below the natural frequencies. The latter condition is 

also known as quasi-static response (Kuo and Kelkar 1995). Inertia relief technique is not useful 

for virtual durability simulations for the model of vehicle running on road. This is because the 

dynamic effects are significant in a bus and the frequency of excitation from roads are typically 

close to the resonance frequencies in the bus. 

2.6 Dynamic Analysis 

Dynamic analysis can calculate the complete time dependent response of a structure, subjected to 

transient loading. It is useful even for structures exhibiting significant dynamic response. The 

governing equation for dynamic analysis is given as: 
 

     
.. .

M u + C u + K u = P  

 

(13) 

 

It can be observed that the equation includes damping matrix term  C  which is neglected in the 

static inertia relief technique. Efficient solution techniques perform the integration with reduced 

DOF without affecting the accuracy of solution significantly. The list of different calculation 

methods useful in structural dynamics are compiled in (Cook 2002). Direct Response Analysis/ 

Modal Transient Response Analysis technique explained in next section calculates the response 
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history to any time dependent loading by direct integration. Model order reduction techniques are 

employed in combination with this type of analysis.  

2.6.1 Direct transient response analysis 

The analysis technique performs direct time integration of  (13). The response of the structure is 

calculated at different instants of time, separated by time increment it . The three important 

components of the analysis technique are the equations of motion, a time integration method and 

known conditions at one or several previous time steps as mentioned in (Cook 2002) . There are 

two kinds of integration methods employed in FE software: explicit and implicit. Explicit method 

uses a difference expression with information from preceding time steps according to: 
 . ..

1 1f( , , , ,....)n nn n n+ −=u u u u u  
 

(14) 

 

The implicit method uses the information from the current time step as well as information from 

preceding time steps according to  
 . .. . ..

1 11 f( , , , , ,....)n n n nn + ++ =
n

u u u u u u  
 

(15) 

 

Depending on how far the information dates back in difference expression, the method can be 

classified as single step and two steps. Single step uses only information from step n and two step 

method uses information till step n-1 as mentioned in (Cook 2002). Central difference method 

which is two step explicit and Newmark method which is single step implicit are the two common 

integration methods.  

 

When high frequency effects are significant, explicit method is preferred. For durability 

simulations, the road loads are slowly varying, and lower modes are dominant in the structural 

response. The implicit method is preferred here. When FEM models of full vehicle is considered, 

implicit method becomes computationally expensive. Model order reduction techniques are 

feasible to employed in such cases as mentioned in (Huang, Agrawal et al. 1998). 

2.6.2 Modal Transient Response Analysis 

Normal mode shapes can be superimposed to obtain the dynamic response of a structure. The 

governing equations are transformed from physical domain to modal domain and integrated. Mode 

truncation wherein subset of modes are ignored is used in this technique to obtain reduced order 

model for ease of computation  (Lee, Barkey et al. 2011). The modal superposition method starts 

by solving for system eigen frequencies and mode shapes. Solution of undamped free vibration to 

structure governed by (13) with total of n DOF is: 

 
 

(t) sin( t)
−

=u u  
 

(16) 

where 
−

u  is the eigen vector or mode shape vector of the structure 

             is the natural frequency of the structure. 

 

Eigenvalue problem can be formulated by substituting (16) in (13): 

 

 
   2( ) 0− =

-

K M u  
 

(17) 

 

There are n eigen frequencies  and n set of eigen vectors. The eigenvectors can be normalized with 

respect to the mass matrix yielding the orthonormal mode shapes denoted as n . Modal matrix can be 

assembled with the orthonormal eigen vector in columns as: 
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    1 2 3, , ,..... n    =   

(18) 

 

Coordinate transformation is employed to transform the physical coordinates to the modal 

coordinates using orthonormal mode shape vector: 

 
 

 
1

( ) ( ) ( )
n

i i

i

t t t   
=

=  = u  
 

(19) 

 

Displacement in every DOF is linear summation of system mode shapes where the contribution of 

every mode i is defined by its modal coordinate i  . Substituting (19) in (13) yields: 
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(20) 

 
Equation (20) can be decoupled by using the orthogonal property of the mode shape matrix. 

Equation  (20) is premultiplied with transpose of mode shape matrix  
T
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(21) 

 

The mass and stiffness matrix are diagonalized due to the orthogonal property of mode shape 

matrix. As the mode shape matrix is normalized with respect to mass matrix earlier, the mass 

matrix becomes identity matrix  I .  The operations leading to the current form of mass and 

stiffness matrix are shown below: 
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(22) 

 

To fully decouple the equations, the damping matrix needs to be diagonalized. The mode shape 

matrix is usually not orthogonal to the damping matrix. There are techniques where the damping 

matrix is expressed in a particular way in order to allow for it to be diagonalized.  The necessary 

condition for diagonalization of damping matrix is that matrix    
-1

M C  commutes with    
-1

M K  

This can be expressed as: 

 
          =

-1 -1
C M K K M C    (23) 

 

The case where this condition is satisfied is the case of Rayleigh damping where the damping is 

expressed as proportional to mass and stiffness terms as shown below: 

 
       = +C M K    (24) 

 

Another way is to define the diagonal damping matrix directly as matrix of diagonal damping 

coefficients. 

 
   1 1(2 ,....., 2 )n ndiag    =C    (25) 
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Where n  is the damping ratio for mode n defined manually. Using this approach, individual 

damping modes can be set for each mode, either measured experimentally or estimated. By using 

such techniques, the system can be decoupled to n decoupled equations according to: 

 
 .. .

, , , , ( )n n n n n n nM C K P t     + + =    
(26) 

 

The diagonal coefficient in mass, stiffness and damping matrices are shown below: 
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(27) 

2.6.3 Modal Truncation 

Subset of the modes is sufficient to get an accurate solution. Reduction in modes reduces the 

number of decoupled equations of motion to be integrated, resulting in increase in increase in 

computational efficiency (Qu 2004). The modes that are not excited can be excluded from the 

analysis without any significant loss in accuracy. Apart from the frequency content of truncated 

modes, it is also important to consider the spatial distribution of truncated frequencies, depending 

on the problem. Truncating m  modes, (19) becomes  
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(28) 

 
This method of truncation is also referred as mode displacement method (MDM). The method 

could suffer from accuracy as the contribution from omitted modes are completely ignored. Two 

of the correction methods invented to improve accuracy are the mode acceleration method (MAM) 

and mode truncation augmentation. MAM method uses the fact that loading represented by non -

retained modes contributes only to a quasi-static response but not to acceleration or velocity 

responses. Additional correction term is introduced in the response as shown below: 
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(29) 

 

The correction term can be derived by rewriting (13) in the following form: 
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The derivatives of equation  

(28) can be substituted in equation  

(30) to obtain the mode acceleration approximation of physical displacements: 
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The name mode acceleration method comes from the fact that the method involves superposition 

of mode accelerations instead of mode displacements. Mode truncation augmentation method is  

similar to the mode acceleration method and is explained in detail in (Dickens, Nakagawa et al. 

1997). 

2.7 Component Mode Synthesis 

Component Mode Synthesis method (CMS method) is a sub structuring method useful in analysis 

of complex structural systems. Sub structuring means division of a structure into substructures 

with arbitrarily defined boundaries. CMS plays an important role in flexible MBS analysis. The 

method offers gains in computation as the model becomes order reduced composed of assembled 

sub structures. CMS is useful in flexible MBS analysis as the bodies of MBS model can be 

considered as individual sub structures. This gives a possibility to analyze a dynamic system 

considering component flexibility in MBS. Individual components can also be studied in isolation 

in an MBS environment, where it is coupled to different MBS elements.  

 

The two general approaches in CMS are fixed-interface and free-interface approaches. Fixed 

interface Craig-Bampton method (Craig and Bampton 1968) is the most common condensation 

technique used in flexible MBS. The idea is to find a low-dimension subspace  W   which can 

estimate the displacement vector u  in (13). This is expressed as below: 

 
  =u W q    (32) 

 

Here , the physical coordinates u  are expressed in terms of the component generalized coordinates 

q  and the reduction basis matrix W . In this modal superposition approach, the reduction basis 

vectors are the free vibration mode shape vectors of the reduced set of modes, and the modal 

coordinates are the generalized coordinates. 

 

A partitioned form of equation (13) is created in Craig-Bampton method. In the partitioned form, 

the system is divided into set of boundary DOF b
u  and set of interior DOF  i

u . The DOF in 

boundary set might be constrained or coupled to another sub structure.  
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(33) 

 

Reduction basis in Craig Bampton method is defined by a truncated subset of fixed-interface 

normal modes and a set of constrained modes defined by defined boundary points. Fixed-interface 

normal modes are the vibration modes with all boundary points fixed. The constraint modes are 

the resultant static displacement shapes when unit displacements are individually applied to each 

boundary DOF while the remaining DOF s are fixed. This transforms the structure from original 

physical coordinates u  to a hybrid set of physical coordinates at boundary b
u  and modal 

coordinates a  of the interior set. The relation between physical coordinates and hybrid coordinates 

are defined as below: 
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The constraint mode matrix c   and fixed-interface normal mode matrix n  are to be determined 

in equation (34). Fixed-interface normal modes are determined from the eigenvalue problem of the 

interior DOF set. For calculating them, boundary DOF are fixed ie b
u = 0 . The equation becomes, 

 
       2( ) 0ii− =ii iK M u   (35) 

 

Solving equation (35) and retaining the first m n  modes, the fixed-interface normal mode matrix 

can be defined as: 

 
     1 2 3, , ,....im m    =   (36) 

 

From the partitioned formulation in (33), fixed-interface normal mode matrix with respect to all 

the coordinates in the substructure becomes: 
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(37) 

 

Constraint modes are the static displacement shapes obtained after imposing a unit displacement 

at an interface DOF in the set b while others are kept fixed. The static form of equation (33) with 

both sets included and assuming zero inertia effects 0i =P  becomes: 
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(38) 

 

The lower row of equation (38) and solving for i
u : 

 
     i b= −

-1

ii ibu K K u   (39) 

 

Unit matrix  I  describes the unit displacement of each boundary DOF in turn when the constraint 

modes are to be obtained i.e.  bu = I . The constraint modes contribution on the interior set is 

given by: 

 
          = = −

-1 -1
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The constraint mode matrix with respect to the entire sub structure can be written as: 
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Assemblage of equation (37) and equation (41), the complete Craig-Bampton reduction base or 

transformation is obtained.  
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The Craig-Bampton reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices are obtained after substituting 

equation (42) into equation (33) and then projecting equation (33) into subspace  W : 
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(45) 

Subscripts C and N denote constraint modes and normal modes respectively. The Craig-Bampton 

method dynamic equations of motion can be written as follows, with the assumption that the forces 

are applied only at the boundary nodes, 0iP =  : 
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Considerations like the modal transient response analysis should be considered when truncating 

fixed-interface normal modes. 

2.8 Load Prediction from MBS 

The techniques described above can help in predicting the dynamic response of structures. The 

important condition for performing such analysis is that input loads to the structure are known. In 

the early stages of vehicle design, when the prototype is not available, Multibody Simulations 

(MBS) plays a key role in deriving loads for virtual durability simulations. 

2.8.1 Rigid Multibody Simulation 

Rigid body simulations assume the bodies in the system to be rigid, interconnected to each other 

by motion constraint elements like joints and force constraint elements like springs, dampers and 

bushings. The general workflow in automotive industry is to use the rigid multibody simulations 

to derive the loads acting at component interfaces. The derived loads will be used for FEM 

simulations to perform static or dynamic analysis techniques mentioned above. The loads suffer 

from lack of enough accuracy as the bodies are assumed rigid when, they are flexible. 

2.8.2 Flex Multibody Simulation 

Flex bodies in MBS simulations improve the load prediction accuracy. It is also possible to 

perform stress/strain analysis of the flex bodies in the same MBS environment. 
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2.8.2.1 Flex body Theory in MBS 

Craig-Bampton sub structuring technique is used in MSC ADAMS for flex bodies simulation. 

(Bladh 2012) discusses about the modifications in ADAMS to perform dynamic multibody 

simulations. 

 

• 6 rigid body modes are retained in the Craig-Bampton constraint modes. These are disabled 

because ADAMS applies its own rigid body DOF. 

• Constraint modes in the original Craig-Bampton technique are derived from static 

condensation. These modes do not contribute frequency content to the flexible body. 

• Constraint modes in the original Craig-Bampton modal basis cannot be disabled as this 

would imply an added constraint to the structure. 

 

Mode shape ortho normalization solves the problems associated with the original Craig-Bampton 

modal basis. The eigen value problem of the Craig Bampton representation in (46) is initially 

solved: 
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(47) 

 

A transformation matrix  N  is constructed from the acquired eigen vectors. This matrix 

transforms the Craig-Bampton reduction basis to an orthogonal basis with corresponding modal 

coordinate vector 
*

q  according to: 

 
    *

q = N q   (48) 

   

The coordinate transformation can be written as: 

 
       * * * = = =  u W q W N q W q   (49) 

 

    
*  W  denotes the ortho normalized Craig-Bampton mode shapes. 

 
The fixed interface normal modes are transformed to an approximation of the normal modes for the 

unconstrained structure whereas the constraint modes are transformed to boundary eigenvectors, as 

mentioned in (Bladh 2012). Moreover, some modes will lack any kind of physical interpretation. 

Calculation of stresses and strains in flexible bodies is performed by modal stress and strain 

recovery. Computing the ortho normalized modal stress and strain matrices during flex body 

generation gives the possibility to retrieve the stresses and strains when combined with modal 

coordinates from MBS simulations. (Géradin 2001) has written a book describing the theory of 

flexible MBS in detail. 

2.9 Tire Models  

Sophisticated tire models are required for durability simulations. The Flexible Ring Tire model 

(FTire) model developed by the company cosin scientific software (cosin) is a comprehensive 

model useful for vehicle ride and durability investigations on even and uneven roadways. Other 

tire models available are CDTire, RMOD-K7, MF-Swift, Tame Tire, MF-Swift, MF-Tire etc. Each 

of them has their advantages and disadvantages. Strength of FTire is in it being a physical model. 

There are some simplifications in the model compared to explicit FEM tire models. It is well suited 
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for durability and comfort simulations as the model considers most of the relevant excitation 

sources and non-linear transfer mechanisms, up to very high frequencies and extremely short 

wavelengths (Gipser 2007). Extreme maneuvers are possible to be simulated with small 

computational times. The FTire model is suitable for most of the important multi body simulation 

softwares including MSC ADAMS and Simpack.    

2.10 Virtual Proving Ground 

Earliest of the virtual proving ground simulations focused on finite element simulations of the 

vehicle, tire and the ground. The models were combined to perform non-linear structural dynamic 

analysis using LS DYNA as solver (Arthur Tang). Because of the enormous memory requirements 

and computational costs, the simplification of the analysis using techniques such as component 

mode synthesis resulted in savings of cost and time.   

 

3D profile of test tracks available in Scania is digitally scanned and provided as CRG files for 

ADAMS simulations. OpenCRG initiative launched in 2008 led to the creation of open file formats 

such as CRG for description of road surfaces (OpenCRG). In addition, virtual proving ground 

analysis technique requires accurate driver model and tire models and does not require any 

physical measurements in the set up unlike the techniques employing combination of physical 

measurements and computer simulations.  

2.11 Fatigue Damage Calculation 

MBS simulations discussed above provide the loads, displacements, velocities and accelerations 

at the component interfaces which can be used to calculate fatigue damage. Fatigue damage 

characterizes after how many load cycles the component fails. This information is useful to the 

component designers who are designing the component.  

Fatigue damage is a local phenomenon and depends on the applied local stress or strain histories 

(Johannesson and Speckert 2014). The fatigue damage calculations carried out in this thesis uses 

just the loads at the component interfaces. The local stress is related to the outer load by a relation 

like ( ) . ( )t c L t = or a nonlinear relation like ( ) ( ( ))t L t =   This means the stress history and the 

outer load history can be mapped to each other. Calculation of fatigue damage starts with counting 

local load cycles. The mapping between outer loads and inner loads means the counting procedures 

can be applied to outer loads and the results can be mapped back to the local load domain.   

 

Fatigue damage calculation in virtual durability simulations starts by collecting the load signals from 

MBS simulations. Counting procedures like rainflow counting convert the signal into equivalent 

constant amplitude load cycles. After this step, fatigue damage can be calculated by using Palmgren -

Miner rule and Wohler curve. Coming sections attempts to explain the theory behind fatigue damage 

calculation techniques. 

2.12 Palmgren Miner Rule 

When a metal component is subjected to a constant amplitude cyclic load, it fails after a specified 

number of cycles (referred as fatigue life/endurance limit). Stress- Number of cycles curve (SN 

curve) (Figure 7) of the component can be obtained by repeating the test at different values of 

constant amplitude loads and noting the number of cycles to failure.  
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Figure 7:  SN curve for a material (Hiatt) 

The loading can be axial, bending or torsional in nature. Real world loading consists of different 

magnitudes of constant amplitude loading each with a finite number of cycles. The accumulation 

of damage is linear after the work done by Palmgren-Miner. Miner in 1945 (MA 1945) popularized 

a rule that had been earlier proposed by A. Palmgren in 1924 based on linear damage hypothesis. 

It is one of the simplest cumulative damage models.  

 

Considering the component to be subjected to k  different constant amplitude loads each having 

its corresponding fatigue life iN , then the fraction of life consumed by the cumulative effect of the 

stress levels are given by: 
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(50) 

   

 Where in  is the number of cycles accumulated at stress 𝑆𝑖 and D is the fraction of life 

consumed by exposure to different stress cycles. Failure occurs when D is one. 

2.13 Rain Flow Counting 

The loads the vehicle experience in operation are never constant amplitude loads as seen in  Figure 

8 where a sample load time history is illustrated. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: A sample load signal  
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 A method to deal with varying amplitude loads is to form load cycles and use damage 

accumulation methods on the counted cycles. The load cycles are formed by pairing local maxima 

with the local minima, using load cycle counting algorithms. Tatsuo Endo, at the University of 

Illinois (Murakami 1992), proposed a method called ‘Rain flow Counting’ in 1967 to split any 

load-time history into its constituent fatigue cycles. The counting principle extracts hysteresis 

loops in the load signal, which is motivated by fatigue and material models. The rain flow counting 

algorithm is considered an industrial standard for treating variable amplitude loads in design for 

durability. There are many definitions for counting cycles using rain flow algorithm. Standard 

ASTM E 1049 (Fatigue and Fracture 2011) documents the process involved in using the Rainflow 

Counting.  

 

The input load time history is filtered to remove small cycles. This is done by removing a gate of 

specific amplitude and cycles smaller than the gate is removed from load-time history. In a cycle, 

the maximum and minimum points are most important for the fatigue life calculations. So only the 

points in load time history which are reversals in the direction/slope are considered for further 

analysis. 

 

While counting cycles for fatigue calculations, it is important to preserve the mean of the cycle 

apart from amplitude and number of cycles. The 4 -point counting method for Rainflow Counting 

has the following steps: 

 

1. Four consecutive reversal points for load/stress 𝑆1, 𝑆2,, 𝑆3and 𝑆4 are taken. 

2. Inner stress |𝑆2 − 𝑆3| is defined. 

3. Outer stress  |𝑆1 − 𝑆4| is defined. 

4. If inner stress range <= outer stress range and if the points comprising the inner stress 

range are bounded by the outer, a cycle is counted. 

5. If inner stress range >= outer stress range and the points comprising the inner stress range 

are not bounded by the outer, a cycle is not counted. 

 

When a cycle is identified, it is stored in a rainflow matrix. The process is illustrated in Figure 9 . 

The rainflow matrix is a n×n matrix of data where n is the number of bins. Each element in the 

matrix contains the number of cycles found in the time history corresponding to the ‘From’ and 

‘To’ amplitudes. 

 

 

Figure 9: A complete cycle is identified from the first four points (Hiatt 2019) 
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The inner two points 𝑆2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆3 are now removed from the load-time history. The first four points 

in the remaining history (new 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑆4 are evaluated again. If there is no complete cycle within 

the four points, they are ignored and next four points are evaluated(Figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10: The inner two points are not bounded by the outer values. Hence, no cycle (Hiatt 2019)  

If it happens that in the next four points, a cycle can be identified; then it is counted in the rain 

flow matrix(Figure 11). The new cycle may have different mean and different 

direction(tensile/compressive) and they are preserved in the rain flow matrix.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The next four points yielded a complete cycle (Hiatt 2019) 

The process is continued until all the identifiable cycles are removed. The unclosed cycles at the 

end of the process are preserved as ‘Residues’. The rain flow matrix and the residues are the 

outputs from the counting process. They contain cycle mean and cycle amplitude, calculated from 

the ‘From’ and ‘To’ values in the matrix columns and the number of cycles(Figure 12).  
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Figure 12:  Rain flow matrix with from and to, colour indicating number of cycles (Hiatt 2019) 

The matrix also contains information about direction of loading(tensile/compressive) based on 

mean of the cycles. Tensile cycles with positive mean induce forces which tries to pull apart the 

loaded component, thus inducing more fatigue damage.  

 

The fatigue damage can then be calculated using Miner’s rule and SN curve of the material. 

Different load time histories can be compared in terms of their fatigue damage causing potential 

using this procedure. 

 

MATLAB has the function ‘rainflow’ that returns the rainflow counts of a time domain signal 

along with range and mean (MathWorks 2019). The function is implemented according to ASTM 

E1049. 

2.14 Model Correlation Measures 

The test signals and the simulation signals are compared for their fatigue damage potential and 

dynamic behaviour using correlation measures that are chosen as standard and unambiguous. 

2.14.1 Power Spectral Density (PSD) 

The power spectral density (PSD) of a signal tells how its energy is distributed across different 

frequencies. It is typically employed to characterize broadband random signals. The amplitude of 

the PSD is normalized by the spectral resolution employed to digitize the signal (Altair 2019). The 

plot helps in estimating the frequencies in which response exhibits high energies. These 

frequencies are usually the resonant frequencies. PSD is useful to compare the amplitude, 

frequency content and phase shifts between the test and simulation signals. 

2.14.2 Indicated Relative Damage (IRD) 

Indicated relative damage is calculated as ratio between pseudo damage values between the test 

and simulation (Bladh 2012). Pseudo damage is calculated based on Wöhler curve, containing 

relationship between the load magnitudes and number of cycles until fatigue failure. Basquin’s 

law describes this relationship as straight line in log-log diagram (Kun, Carmona et al. 2008). 
  

𝑁𝑓,𝑘 (𝑠𝑘) = 𝐶(𝑠𝑘)−𝛽  

 

(51) 
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where 𝑁𝑓,𝑘 (𝑠𝑘) denotes number of cycles with amplitude s to failure. C and 𝛽 are material 

constant. 𝛽  describes the slope of the Wöhler curve. Wöhler curves or SN curves possess a knee-

point signifying either a fatigue limit or a change in the relationship between load magnitudes and 

loading cycles (Figure 7).                    

 

For the thesis, pseudo-damage is calculated with a slope of 6 and without considering the knee-

point. Rain-flow counting transforms any shape of load signal into blocks of constant amplitude 

load cycles. Palmgren-Miner rule can then be used to estimate damage.  

 

The number of cycles 𝑛𝑖 at particular load amplitude block in the examined load signal is divided 

by 𝑁𝑓,𝑖, the suggested fatigue-life from Wohler curve at the same amplitude level. Summating 

each ratio of damaging contribution at every load amplitude level block 𝑖 in the signal gives the 

total accumulated damage as shown in equation (50). Combining equation (50) and equation (51) 

gives  

      
  

1

i iD C n s −=   
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The indicated relative damage is given by:  
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(53) 

 

Subscripts t and s stand for measured and simulated signal respectively. 

 C is eliminated in the equation above as the damage at same component is evaluated for the test 

and simulation signals.  

 

Acceptable values of the indicated relative damage are quantified by considering an acceptable 

scatter in the magnitude of equivalent constant amplitude load.  An important component of the 

thesis is comparing the pseudo damage between test schedules generated from simulations and 

pseudo damage from the field measurements. Test schedules are modified by changing the type of 

obstacles/maneuvers and number of repetitions in order to make the pseudo damage comparable 

to the field measurements.  

2.15 Test Schedule Development 

Test schedule development at Scania consist of defining the manoeuvres, speed at each manoeuvre 

and number of repetitions in a single lap. Pseudo damage in reference number of laps (Scania-

Internal) of a given test schedule is compared with the pseudo damage in reference mileage 

(Scania-Internal) of the bus. The reference mileage is the distance to which the field measurement 

is extrapolated when comparing test schedules to customer operation. The reference mileage is 

different for different types of bus operation. Reference mileage for city bus operations is used in 

this thesis. IRD is calculated by taking the ratio between the pseudo-damage values of the test 
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track and field measurements. If the IRD ratio doesn’t fall within acceptable limit, test schedule is 

revised by changing the manoeuvres. This process is iterative until a sufficiently good number of 

channels have IRD ratios within acceptable limits. The process involved in test schedule 

development is explained in (Scania-Internal). 
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3.MODELING AND SIMULATION 

The first section of the chapter contains information about the models employed for virtual 

durability simulations. Subsequent sections contain information about the simulation procedures. 

3.1 Bus Model 

The multibody dynamic model of the bus with 6X2*4 configuration is created in MSC ADAMS 

Car. The bus has three axles- front, rear and tag, with rear driven and steered front and tag axles. 

This explains the Scania specific designation 6X2*4.  The model is made up of sub models 

corresponding to various sub-systems in the bus. The sub-systems that are thought to influence the 

dynamics of the bus are only modelled. This includes steering system, suspension system, tires, 

anti-roll bars, bus chassis frame and powertrain. Systems that are critical for the loads are modeled 

as flexible. Flexible components are modeled using flex bodies modeling feature in ADAMS 

(MSC-Software 2019). Rest of the systems are modeled as rigid. 

3.1.1 SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

 

               

Figure 13: Suspension Model: front (left) rear (middle) tag (right)  

Figure 13 represents the model of the suspension system created in ADAMS. The model represents 

the multi-link dependent suspension system with air springs and dampers. The axle beam is 

flexible. Connections between parts are either joints or bushings. The bushing stiffness are 

modeled by defining the stiffness curves in each of 6 DOF and the damping values in each 

direction. The stiffness curves are obtained from testing. The air springs and dampers are modeled 

by defining the tested force-displacement and force-velocity curves respectively.  

 

The suspension for the rear axle has two pairs of air springs and dampers. The arrangement is 

different from the rest because the rear axle has the largest weight distribution. The suspension for 

the tag axle has similar configuration as that of the front. 

3.1.2 STEERING SYSTEM 

The steering system is modeled considering the geometry and assist from the power steering 

system. The assist curves and the steering gear ratios are the inputs driving the model for the 

steering system.

3.1.3 TIRES 

Flexible structure tire model (FTire) is employed to model the tires in ADAMS (Gipser 2019). The 

tested curves of tires is employed in the plugin in ADAMS developed by cosin scientific software 

(cosin) for tire modeling. 
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3.1.4 POWERTRAIN SYSTEM 

Powertrain is modeled as rigid with its suspension and inertial properties. Powertrain consist of 

engine, gearbox and drive shaft. Engine and gearbox mounts are modeled with their respective 

bushing stiffness curves.  

3.1.5 BODY 

The body and chassis frame of the bus is modeled as flexible. The modal neutral file (MNF) of the 

parts is generated from ABAQUS program(Dassault-Systemes). The MNF file is the input to 

ADAMS for modeling the flexibility of bus body and frame. 

3.2 Model Setup 

The parameters of the bus model must be adjusted to the corresponding parameters of the test bus. 

First, the axle weights and center of gravity of the test bus is considered. The target is to achieve 

the axle weights and center of gravity as close to the test bus. This is achieved by reasonable 

accuracy.  

 

The process to achieve the center of gravity and weight targets is to tune the element densities of 

the FEM model. Altair HYPERMESH software (Altair 2019) is used for tuning the element 

densities in the FEM model of the bus (Figure 14). The rest of the inputs like air spring and damper 

curves, bushing stiffness curves are inputs derived from the test data.   

 

 

 

Figure 14:  FEM model of the bus body  

 

 

3.2.1 Model Tuning 

It is important to have a reasonably accurate bus model before simulating test schedules consisting 

of different maneuvers. In the thesis the model is tuned to achieve good correlation with the 

maneuver “S7”, versatile of all the test track maneuvers. As the test data is highly prone to human 

errors while measurement, three iterations of test data are considered to remove effects from error 

and obtain the average data for comparison. The parameters chosen for tuning the model are the 

torque rod bushing damping, and stiffness of the anti-roll bars. As most of the parameters are 

derived from component level and vehicle level tests, the parameters considered as most uncertain 

are chosen for tuning. The tuning of parameters is done by visualizing the PSD of the test and 
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simulation curves. Reduction/ Increase in amplitude of the PSD curve is assumed to be achieved 

by increase/decrease of damping values. Figure 15 presents an example where the damping could 

be adjusted to make the curves similar. The shift in frequencies is assumed to be achieved by 

adjusting the stiffness. The analogy in vibration of Single DOF system is considered for deriving 

these assumptions. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Shift in Torque rod forces 

 

3.2.2 Quantities of Comparison 

The physical quantities considered for comparison are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Quantities of comparison 

Quantity Location 

Torque rod forces Front,Rear,Tag 

Anti-roll bar drop link forces Front,Rear,Tag 

Vertical forces on axle beam Front,Tag 

Displacement of dampers Front,Rear,Tag 

 

 Rear axle vertical forces are not measured for the tests to be compared with simulations for the 

given maneuver. The forces for the test bus are measured using strain gages, glued and well 

calibrated to give robust measurements (Figure 16). The damper displacements are measured 

through displacement transducers based on potentiometer principle. 
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 Figure 16: Sensor mounting locations for the axle (left) and damper (right) 

The time domain signals, PSD, IRD ratios are the measures employed for comparing the test and 

simulations. As three iterations of the test data are available, the sum of damages in the three 

iterations is compared with three iterations of simulations runs (damage in simulations will be 

same for every iteration). 

3.3 Damage Calculation 

The force and displacement signals are processed to derive pseudo damage. IRD is calculated from 

the damage ratio between test and simulation. Rain flow counting program in MATLAB is used 

to estimate the mean, amplitude, range of the equivalent constant amplitude load cycles. The data 

from ADAMS is imported to MATLAB for the calculations.  

3.4 Test Schedule Simulation 

The tuned dynamic model is used to run test schedules. The physical measurement for comparison 

is the field measurements conducted on a bus with similar chassis at Brazil. The measurements are 

conducted on a laden bus considered to be operating in a very demanding condition.  

 

The laden tuned model of the bus is chosen for test schedule simulations. The test schedule chosen 

for the simulation is the heavy-duty bus schedule (SH schedule) meant to replicate city bus 

operations in demanding markets like Brazil. The test schedule consists of different maneuvers 

meant to perform accelerated durability testing of the bus. The existing bus schedule at Scania is 

taken as reference. The tuned model is run over the maneuvers in the test schedule. 

 

The damage in physical field measurements are obtained by extrapolating the damage obtained 

from distance of the test data to the reference mileage (Scania-Internal) of the bus for field 

measurements.  
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The damage in one pass of test schedule in simulations is extrapolated to reference number of 

passes (Scania-Internal) for proving ground tests.  

 

3.4.1 Optimisation of the Test Schedule 

The number of maneuvers of different types in each maneuver of the test schedule should be 

optimized to bring the damage ratios well balanced in most of the channels. This is considered a 

target for optimization using MATLAB.  Optimization in MATLAB is performed using fmincon 

(MathWorks)which is used for finding minimum of constrained nonlinear multivariable functions. 

The constraints for the optimization are the upper and lower limits for number of each maneuver, 

defined according to practical constraints in running the test schedule. 

 

The speed of the bus is also iterated, especially for the damaging maneuvers “S7” and “S6”.    

The best speed and combination of the maneuvers are the outputs from the optimization process. 
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4 RESULTS  

The section contains the results from the model tuning process to obtain a validated model for test 

schedule simulations. The latter parts of the section contain results from the test schedule 

simulation and optimization. Appendix contains the abbreviation for sensor notations used in the 

chapter. 

4.1 S7 Simulation 

The results in first simulation run for an untuned model is called nominal. Figure 17 shows the 

PSD of the torque-rod forces of the nominal model. A predominant peak response is found at close 

to 15 Hz for sensors FLL and FLR and the same is exhibited by the test result.  Sensors FUL and 

FUR have poor correlation in PSD domain. It is reasoned if the test channels for FUL and FUR 

are mis-numbered in the test. Sensors RLL and RLR shows peak response at 15Hz for the test but 

this is not seen in simulations. RUL and RUR have similar shape of the frequency responses but 

they seem to be shifted in vertical direction. TLL has peak frequency correlating at 10Hz for test 

and simulation. In TLR, the simulation does not reproduce peak at 15Hz reproduced by test. TUL 

and TUR have approximately same response in frequency domain. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: PSD of the torque rod forces  
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The ratio of pseudo damage between test and simulation is shown in Figure 18. The red lines are 

the acceptance limits based on difference of 20% in equivalent amplitude load between the test 

and simulation.  FUL has a large difference, the reason being suspected as mis-numbering of 

channels in physical test. Sensors RLL and RLR also have a large deviation. The rest of the 

channels are within the acceptance limits. 

 

Figure 18: Damage ratios in torque rod for nominal model  

The parameters chosen for tuning are bushings in RLL and RLR torque rods. The simulation 

exhibits higher energy compared to test and so damping of the bushings are increased. The damage 

ratio results after tuning and rearranging test channels for FUL and FUR are shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19: Damage ratios in torque rod for tuned model 

Sensors RLL and RLR still exhibit large deviation from tests, but the tuning is stopped as damping 

must be increased to unreasonably large values to get correlation with the test. The bushings used 

in tests are not known clearly and so it is suspected the bushing type is different between test and 

simulation. 
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PSD of the anti-roll bar forces exhibit response mostly in the region of 0-5Hz (Figure 20). The 

sensors TL and TR exhibit large energy compared to the test.  

 

 

Figure 20: PSD of anti-roll bar drop link forces (vertical) 

The damage ratios of the anti-roll bar are shown in Figure 21. The rear axle anti-roll bar exhibits 

deviation from acceptance limits. Anti-roll bars in tag axle is the stiffest amongst the three. The 

stiffness of anti-roll bars in tag axle is reduced while tuning the model. 

 

 

Figure 21: Damage ratios in anti-roll bar for nominal model 

Tuning makes the rear and tag anti-roll bar forces come within the acceptance limit as seen in 

Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Damage ratios in anti-roll bar tuned model 

PSD of the damper displacements for the nominal model are shown in Figure 23. Peak response 

close to 10 Hz is found for the dampers in rear axle RLF,RRF,RLB,RRB. Dampers in front and 

tag axle show response energy almost equally distributed in frequencies till 10Hz.  

 

 

Figure 23: PSD of damper(axle) displacements  

The damage ratios between test and simulation for the damper displacements are shown in Figure 

24. The ratios for all the sensors are within the acceptance limits. 
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Figure 24: Damage ratios of damper(axle) displacements for nominal model 

The tuning of torque rod bushings for torque rod forces and anti-roll bar stiffness for reducing 

error in antiroll bar forces doesn’t affect the damage ratios of the damper displacements as shown 

in Figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25: Damage ratios of damper (axle) displacements for tuned model 

PSD of the axle forces (Figure 26) in vertical direction shows peak response at approximately 

12Hz for the front axle forces FL and FR. The same is exhibited in physical test data for rear axle 

forces but not for the simulation data.  
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Figure 26: PSD of axle forces(vertical) 

The damage ratios for the axle forces show poor correlation for tag axles (Figure 27).  

 

Figure 27: Damage ratios for axle forces(vertical) in nominal model 

The tuning for the parameters mentioned above does not affect the damage ratios (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Damage ratios for axle forces(vertical) in tuned model 

The bump stops which are the rubber bushings taking the impact forces in the suspension when it 

traverses through a damaging obstacle is assumed to be the reason for the discrepancy in axle 

forces. The axle forces in time domain are shown in Figure 29.  The simulation and test exhibit 

peak responses in forces at different times and at different numbers. The difference in number of 

bump stop impacts is assumed as reason for the difference in damage ratios between the test and 

the simulation. 

 

 

Figure 29 Vertical axle forces in time domain 
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4.2 SH Test Schedule Simulation Results 

Heavy duty city bus city schedule (SH schedule) is simulated in ADAMS. The results are 

compared with the field measurements for the same bus taken in Brazil.  A total of 28 channels 

are compared between field measurements and simulation.  The simulation of existing test 

schedule shows 11 out of 28 channels meeting the acceptance criteria. Optimizer in MATLAB is 

set up to optimise the test schedule for making more channels meet acceptance criteria. The 

number of each manoeuvres in a single lap are the variables for optimisation. The optimisation is 

carried in two steps where the result of MATLAB optimiser is tuned by adjusting the speed of S7 

and S6 manoeuvres.  

Table 2 shows the speeds and the best speed is marked in green for S7 and S6. 

Table 2: Speed iteration of S7 and S6 

S7 

speeds 

kmph 

S6 speeds 

in kmph 

25 60 

30 65 

40 70 

45 
 

50 
 

60 
 

 

 At the end of test schedule optimisation, a new test schedule is generated making 18 out of 28 

channels meet acceptance criteria. 

 

The acceptance limits for comparing test schedules with field measurements are different from the 

acceptance limits for comparing simulation of S7 manoeuvre with the test data earlier. The 

acceptance limit is set based on Scania’s reference(Scania-Internal).  Figure 30 shows the results 

for the damage ratio for the torque rods in new optimised test schedule. Torque rods in front axle 

doesn’t fall within the acceptance criteria of Scania for defining new test schedules.  
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Figure 30: Damage ratios of torque rod forces in SH test 

Figure 31 shows the damage ratios for antiroll bars in the optimised test schedule. Only sensor FR 

falls within the acceptance limits.  

 

 

Figure 31: Damage ratios of anti-roll bar drop link (vertical) forces in SH test 

Figure 32 shows the damage ratios for damper displacements in the optimised test schedule. All 

the displacement sensors fall within acceptance limits.  
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Figure 32: Damage ratios of damper (axle) displacements in SH test 

Figure 33 shows the damage ratios for the vertical axle force sensors for front and tag axles. Sensor 

TR falls within acceptance criteria. 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Damage ratios of vertical axle forces in SH test 
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Figure 34 shows the relative damage contribution in the scale 0 to 1 to all of the 28 sensors from 

the manoeuvres in the SH test schedule. The sensor naming convention is same as in Appendix A 

but the first letter in the sensor name denotes the type of component. T denotes torque rod, A 

denotes anti roll bar, D denotes damper, AF denotes axle force.   S7 is relatively the most damaging 

compared to all other manoeuvres as indicated by predominance in damage for most of the sensors.  

Obstacle Y which is created to load anti roll bars does the job as can be seen in the result of the 

anti-roll bar sensors where damage from Y manoeuvre is the most dominant.  

  

Figure 34:  Relative damage in sensors from manoeuvres 
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5  DISCUSSION  

The section contains discussion on results including comments on the process followed at the 

thesis. The final section is the conclusion which tries to summarize the inferences from this thesis 

work. 

5.1 Discussion 

1) The tuning of element densities to get same weight distribution in the bus as the test bus did not 

yield full success as it is hard to get the same weight distribution. Table 1 shows the error in weight 

distribution relative to test bus for the three axles. 

Table 3 Error in axle weights 

Axle Error % 

Front -2.7 % 

Rear 0.19% 

Tag 1% 

But the error is small, and it is assumed they do not influence the simulation too much.  

 

2)  In the simulation results for the torque rods as seen in Figure 19, rearranging of the channels in 

FUL and FUR made the test and simulation correlate better in terms of damage. The error in 

numbering of channels while conducting physical test is likely because of the test engineer dealing 

with large number of channels and data. Tuning of bushing damping to make the damage ratio in 

sensors fall within acceptance limit is not successful. The test report did not mention the type of 

bushings used in test bus. The best possible approximation is used to input the stiffness curves for 

the bushings in simulation. If the type of bushing is altogether different, then tuning of damping 

cannot improve the correlation between test and simulation.  

 

3)  Forces in anti-roll bar links depend on the body roll. The stiffest antiroll bar governs forces in    

all the three anti-roll bars. The stiffest rear antiroll bar is tuned in the process.   

 

4) Damper displacements represent the dynamic behavior of the bus. The damage in damper 

displacements has less significance compared to the damage ratio plots of other sensors. But the 

reason for plotting is to check if the test bus and simulation represents same dynamic behavior.  

 

5) The ride height of the test bus is not mentioned in the test report. Therefore, the simulation 

model and test bus might have different ride heights which is the reason for difference in number 

of bump stop impacts as seen in Figure 29. This is thought to explain the difference in damage 

between the test and simulation.  

 

6)  The optimizer from MATLAB returned multiple solutions (multiple test schedules) having the 

maximum possible channels meeting criteria. But the optimal solution is chosen considering the 

practical constraints. The result for the optimal speeds to run S7 and S6 indicate that higher speeds 

need not be the most damaging, as resonance could be induced at lowers speeds creating damage. 
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The final test schedule has fewer braking maneuvers compared to the original and more S7 

maneuvers at 45 kmph instead of standard 40 kmph.  

 

7) The acceptance limits for accepting test schedule as representative of field measurements is 

different.  The acceptance limit is set considering the uncertainties in measurements.  

 

8) S7 is the most damaging maneuver in the test schedule. Y is the damaging maneuver for anti-

roll bars. Braking maneuver is damaging for the torque rods in front axle.  

 

9) Tire model behaves badly for certain obstacles.  Figure 35 shows the torque rod forces for the 

bus beam obstacle in which the bus travels over a square beam.  

 

 

Figure 35: Poor correlation in PSD of torque rod forces for beam obstacle 

 

10)  Damping of flexible modes of the bus body has little influence on the forces and displacements 

considered in the thesis.  

 

11) Uncertainty in tire models can be removed by simulating bus mounted on virtual test rigs 

loaded by displacements in vertical direction. (Bladh 2012) used virtual test rig simulations with 

drive signals obtained from measurements on bus as it traverses over obstacles This approach 

suffers from errors like unstable simulations manifested in effects such as drift and rollover in 

space. 
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12)  In some cases, the test report had some information missing. Like the tire pressure, ride height 

of the bus and type of bushings. It might be possible to get more accurate simulation results with 

the inclusion of such information. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, recommendations on more detailed solutions and/or future work in this field are 

presented.  

6.1 Conclusion 

To conclude, the research questions posed at the beginning of the thesis is restated and answered 

here. 

 

How can virtual durability simulations improve the testing process?  

 

Advantages of this method is the quick evaluation of parameter changes in bus. New test track 

maneuvers can be simulated well in advance before instrumenting the vehicle and carrying out 

physical test. It is also possible to run standard maneuvers in an existing test schedule at different 

speeds to check if there is best possible combination of speeds in generating a test schedule 

replicating field measurement. 

 

Can a test schedule for durability evaluation for a bus be simulated using simulations? 

The results suggest the need for a well-tuned model to be used for generating test schedules. With 

accurate input data, it is possible to achieve a successful correlation and hence the simulation 

model holds tremendous value in simulating test track procedures.    

What are the limitations in virtual durability simulations? 

The validity of results holds true for the similar configuration and inputs of the bus simulated and 

tested. Fully virtual durability simulations depend on the accuracy of tire and driver modelling. 

This is considered a limitation in virtual durability simulations. Conditions of physical tests are to 

be kept same as the simulation model. This is difficult to achieve as it needs additional effort in 

measuring vehicle parameters in order to give them as input to simulations.  

6.2 Future Work 

1) Bushing stiffness curves used as inputs for the multibody model of the bus could be temperature 

dependent as investigated in (Koch, Angrick et al. 2015). The temperature dependence effect of 

bushing stiffness must be considered while modelling the bus according to the test specifications.  

 

2) Tuning of parameter is done manually in the thesis. The tuning could be automated through 

optimisation routines to make the process faster. But it is always a compromise between effort of 

simulating and the required accuracy. There are many literature available regarding this. (Forsén 

1999) has performed tuning of parameters automatically through optimisation to make the 

multibody simulation results come closer to the test. 

 

3) Applicability of tyre models for simulating each of the manoeuvres in the test schedule should 

be investigated thoroughly. 

 

4) Friction in joints should be investigated as it may influence the transfer path of load. 

 

5) Extension of the thesis involves using a well-tuned simulation model to create new test 

schedules with completely new obstacles. 
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APPENDIX A: SENSOR NOTATION 

 

 

S No Label Abbreviation Quantity 

1 FLL Front Lower Left Torque Rod Force 

2 FLR Front Lower Right Torque Rod Force 

3 FUL Front Upper Left Torque Rod Force 

4 FUR Front Upper Right Torque Rod Force 

5 RLL Rear Lower Left Torque Rod Force 

6 RLR Rear Lower Right Torque Rod Force 

7 RUL Rear Upper Left Torque Rod Force 

8 RUR Rear Upper Right Torque Rod Force 

9 TLL Tag Lower Left Torque Rod Force 

10 TLR Tag Lower Right Torque Rod Force 

11 TUL Tag Upper Left Torque Rod Force 

12 TUR Tag Upper Right Torque Rod Force 

13 FL Front Left Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

14 FR Front Right Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

15 RL Rear Left Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

16 RR Rear Right Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

17 TL Tag Left Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

18 TR Tag Right Anti Roll Bar Torsional 

Force/Damper Displacement/ 

Vertical Axle Force 

19 RLF Rear Left Front Damper Displacement 

20 RRF Rear Right Front Damper Displacement 

21 RLB Rear Left Back Damper Displacement 

22 RRB Rear Right Back Damper Displacement 

 


